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Abstract: In the scheduling of hard real-time systems on multicore platforms, significant unpre-
dictability arises from interference caused by shared hardware resources. The objective of this paper
is to offer a schedulability analysis for such systems by assuming a general model that introduces
interference as a time parameter for each task. The analysis assumes constrained deadlines and is
provided for fixed priorities. It is based on worst-case response time analysis, which exists in the
literature for monocore systems. We demonstrate that the worst-case response time is an upper
bound, and we evaluate our proposal with synthetic loads and execution on a real platform.

Keywords: static scheduling; real-time systems; partitioned systems; multicore systems; worst-case
response time

1. Introduction

Multicore platforms are growing in importance in critical systems, such as automotive
or avionic applications. In these systems, failure to meet any requirement may lead
to catastrophic consequences. Therefore, compliance with deadlines in hard real-time
multicore systems is a crucial aspect.

The scheduling problem in multicore systems in turn requires solving two problems:
(1) decide which tasks are executed in each core (allocation problem) and (2) execute each
task to meet all the deadlines (scheduling problem). In partitioned multicore systems
where migration is not allowed, each core can be executed independently, so that monocore
scheduling theory can be applied. But this is not possible when shared hardware resources
exist. When a task runs in parallel with other tasks in other cores, it may lead to delays
due to shared hardware resources, such as caches, buses, and memories [1,2]. In this case,
interference among cores is produced, and it causes unpredictability, which is undesired
in critical systems.

Modeling interference is not an easy task, and it has been a hot topic in recent years.
There are two main trends to take into account for interference in the temporal model.
On the one hand, there are methods that focus on the modeling and interference mit-
igation of specific hardware resources [3]. These methods are only valid for this type
of resources, but they are able to adjust the interference produced in a very accurate way.
On the other hand, other methods analyze contention for multiple resources and their
integration in schedulability analysis. When multiple shared resources are considered,
the contention model must cope with any of the resources, so a general contention model is
required [4]. The drawback is that the interference produced is overestimated, but some-
times, it is the only feasible approach when the chip vendor does not provide details about
hardware behavior.

In addition to modeling interference, it is also necessary to act in both the allocation
and scheduling stages to reduce the overall interference produced. The allocation problem
is recognized to be NP-hard in the strictest sense [5]. In multicore systems, the way tasks are
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allocated to cores largely determines the global interference [6]. Some of the main allocation
techniques are heuristics based on bin packing, such as First Fit, Worst Fit [7,8], etc. These tech-
niques consist of mapping tasks to cores according to their loads (or utilization), without
considering interference. But the allocation strategy Wmin, presented in [4], reduces overall
interference, as it aims to group tasks with interference in the same core, whenever possible.
This work assumes a general model for interference where this parameter is added to the
traditional parameters of a task.

If the allocation strategy greatly reduces interference, as is the case with Wmin, tra-
ditional scheduling algorithms such as fixed or dynamic priorities can be adopted in the
scheduling phase. Because the temporal task model is modified by the inclusion of in-
terference due to contention, it is necessary to provide new schedulability tests for these
models. The work presented in [9] presents schedulability tests for dynamic priorities
under the assumption of the temporal model presented in [4].

When it comes to schedulability tests for fixed priorities, they are based on worst-case
response time (WCRT). WCRT is the length of the longest interval from a task’s release
till its completion [10]. These schedulability tests do not consider interference, so this
work fills this gap. Furthermore, when interference is taken into account, the worst-case
scenario may occur at any point in time during the entire execution window, not necessarily
upon the first activation of the task [9]. Extending the concept of WCRT to consider this is
also challenging.

Regarding scheduling strategies to reduce interference, the recent work [6] proposes
the Rolling Horizon MILP Algorithm (RHMA), which not only achieves a feasible sched-
ule but also minimizes the interference generated by shared hardware resources within
the context of hard real-time multicore systems.

Contribution

This paper proposes a schedulability test for fixed priorities in hard real-time multicore
systems. We assume the temporal model defined in [4], which considers the interference
generated by shared hardware resources. We extend the work presented in [9] to consider
fixed priorities in hard real-time systems. In particular, we propose a schedulability test
based on WCRT. The novelty of the contribution is that both the task model and worst-case
response time equation incorporate interference due to shared hardware resources.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the main contributions
in the related research area. In Section 3, we present the system model for constrained-
deadline systems that is used throughout this paper. Section 4 reviews the classical schedu-
lability analysis for multicore systems with fixed priorities. Then, we propose an upper
bound for the classical worst-case response time analysis, considering contention due
to shared hardware resources. We also propose the corresponding schedulability test. The
experimental evaluation in Section 5 exposes the compliance of our schedulability test.
It also assesses different allocation techniques by comparing how closely the suggested
algorithm matches the real value. These results are confirmed by a real case. Finally,
Section 6 presents the main conclusions and further lines of research.

2. Related Works

The evolution from single-core to multicore computing systems has been a gradual
process. Beginning with initial investigations into hard real-time multicore scheduling
in the late 1960s, the field has seen a steady stream of research developments aimed
at adapting traditional single-core scheduling techniques to multicore environments. Vari-
ous approaches have been proposed and explored over the years, each contributing to the
evolving landscape of multicore scheduling methodologies.

A comprehensive survey of the existing literature on multicore scheduling, as compiled
in [11], serves as a valuable resource for understanding the breadth and depth of research
in this area. This compilation encapsulates the spectrum of techniques and findings relevant
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to multicore scheduling, providing insights into the progress made and the challenges that
lie ahead.

In recent years, there has been a surge in research focused on reducing interfer-
ence in multicore systems. A notable contribution to this field is the recent survey by
Lugo et al. [12], which highlights key advancements in interference reduction techniques
within multicore systems over the past five years. This survey provides a comprehensive
overview of the latest research efforts and their contributions to mitigating interference
in multicore environments.

Various interference models in the literature target specific sources of interference
within computer systems. Some models concentrate on interference stemming from the
main memory [13,14], while others focus on interference generated by cache memory [15,16],
and others yet address interference originating from the memory bus [17,18]. Each of these
models incorporates the impacts of interference into schedulability analysis, typically
focusing on a single shared hardware resource at a time.

Some of the works that consider a general model and are closer to our work are
detailed hereunder. Altmeyer et al. [19] presented the Multicore Response Time Analysis
(MRTA) framework, designed to integrate task demands on various shared resources with
the resources’ supply and to incorporate the resulting interference explicitly into response
time analysis. Notably, they eschewed the concept of worst-case execution time (WCET)
and instead assumed fixed-priority preemptive scheduling.

The research described in [20] introduced a response time analysis method tailored
for real-time partitioned multiprocessor systems. These systems consist of a set of inde-
pendent tasks with fixed priorities, which can be activated arbitrarily and share secondary
resources. In the above system model, the worst-case response time (WCRT) of a task
may exceed its period, allowing the task to potentially re-arrive before the completion
of its preceding job. Additionally, both local and global shared resources are accounted for,
and a cap on the maximum number of requests any task can make to a shared resource
is imposed.

The study outlined in [21] adopted the concept of superblocks to represent real-time
tasks. The WCRT of tasks is deduced from the worst-case completion time of a superblock,
determined by the upper bound on access requests to shared memory and the maximum
required computation time. The authors investigated various hardware access models and
their impact on schedulability.

Choi et al. [22] presented a response time analysis method tailored for synchronous
dataflow programs mapped to multiple parallel dependent tasks executing on a com-
puter cluster consisting of many cores. This technique extends the MRTA framework [19]
to suit a specific architecture. The WCRT analysis module determines the upper limit
of demand for shared resources based on the event stream model of each cluster in each
processing element.

The authors in [23] examined fixed-priority partitioned multiprocessor scheduling.
They demonstrated that for task systems with arbitrary deadlines, a greedy mapping
strategy achieves a speedup factor that holds true for both polynomial-time and exponential-
time schedulability tests. They provided schedulability tests specifically tailored for Deadline
Monotonic (DM) scheduling, encompassing implicit, constrained, or arbitrary deadline models.
However, none of these tests incorporate shared hardware resources into their definitions.

Chen et al. [24] introduced a schedulability condition initially designed for uniproces-
sor systems, later extending it to derive an upper limit on the number of cores necessary
for a periodic, non-preemptive task set. Additionally, they proposed a comprehensive
formula to determine valid start time offsets for a new task to collaborate with existing tasks
on the same processor. Consequently, offsets and non-preemption are incorporated, which
deviates from our temporal model, and the proposed schedulability condition overlooks
interference considerations.

Huang et al. [25] introduced an asymmetric analysis method for evaluating the re-
sponse time of task processing and access to shared resources, considering both the execu-
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tion and suspension intervals of tasks. Their model incorporates an upper limit on the exe-
cution time of shared resource access for each task and the maximum count of segments
for accessing resources per task, with each segment potentially comprising multiple consec-
utive data requests to access the shared resource. In contrast, our approach offers greater
flexibility by not constraining the amount of interference or the number of access times
in the model.

Choi et al. [26] proposed a fundamental technique for estimating the WCRT of syn-
chronous dataflow (SDF) applications in multicore systems, accounting for task dependency
and execution time variations. Their approach integrates schedule time bound analysis,
which accounts for interference between task instances within the same SDF graph, and
response time analysis, which addresses interference from other real-time tasks.

While both studies consider interference from other real-time tasks in response time
analysis, their work focuses on SDFs, whereas ours does not involve dataflows. In [27],
the allocation problem and exact computation of WCRT are addressed by using a composi-
tional framework based on time automata.

Andersson et al. [28] introduced a schedulability test for the fixed-priority preemptive
partitioned scheduling of sporadic, constrained-deadline tasks. Their approach accounts
for varying the execution times of tasks based on specific co-runners, which are determined
through static analysis or measurements. In a similar vein, Al-Bayati et al. [29] concentrated
on resource-aware partitioning approaches within the context of fixed-priority partitioned
scheduling. They proposed an Integer Linear Programming formulation to efficiently assign
tasks to cores, assign priorities to the tasks, and select resource protection mechanisms.

This work follows the general system model in [4], which introduced a scheduling
algorithm that precisely computes total interference and an allocator that aims to minimize
this interference. However, in the above work, the authors did not propose any schedula-
bility test to ensure the system’s feasibility. For this reason, [9] proposed two schedulability
tests for dynamic-priority, real-time systems with contention. Therefore, our work covers
the gap of the schedulability test in [4], but it is focused on fixed-priority, real-time systems
with contention.

3. System Task Model

We assume the same task model as the one presented in [4]. We suppose a multicore
system with m homogeneous cores (M0, M1, M2, ..., Mm−1) in which a task set τ of n inde-
pendent periodic or sporadic tasks must be statically allocated. Each task τi is represented
by the tuple

τi = (Ci, Di, Ti, Ii) (1)

where Ci is the WCET, Di is the relative deadline, Ti is the period, and Ii is the interference.
We assume constrained deadlines, so Di ≤ Ti.

The Ii parameter was first introduced in [4]; then, it was also used in [9]. Briefly, in-
terference parameter Ii is the worst-case time that it takes τi to access hardware resources
and means a “delay” in other tasks executing at the same time on all other cores due
to contention. Ii is the worst-case time that τi spends reading and writing memory oper-
ations. This is depicted in Figure 1, where we can see that all the time that τ0 dedicates
to these operations is included in interference parameter I0. Task execution times are repre-
sented by solid rectangles while interference is sketched in dashed rectangles. Considering
the viewpoint of other tasks, Ii is the additional time that τi causes in other tasks concur-
rently executing on other cores due to contention. For a more comprehensive understanding
of the interference parameter, please refer to the aforementioned articles.

Although our work introduces the interference parameter in the general model, there
are two commonly used approaches for modeling interference: one involves utilizing
a model tailored to the particular type of shared hardware, while the other proposes a gen-
eral model that is applicable to any type of hardware. The former approach provides a more
accurate estimation of interference but is limited to the specific hardware for which it was
developed. Additionally, this interference value is typically incorporated into WCET, result-
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ing in a highly pessimistic solution. On the other hand, the latter approach yields a higher
interference value, but by independently incorporating this parameter into the temporal
model, it is possible to derive a less pessimistic model.

Figure 1. Example of task interference.

The hyperperiod of τ, H, is the time after which the pattern of job release times starts
to repeat and is the least common multiple of the periods of all the tasks in that set. Ni is
the number of activations that task τi has throughout the hyperperiod (Ni = H/Ti).

Throughout this text, we talk about tasks that belong or not to a core. When we refer
to Mτi , we mean the core in which τi is allocated. Moreover, we denote by τMk the set
of tasks in τ that belong to core Mk. Therefore,

⋃m−1
k=0 τMk = τ.

Also from [4], a task is designated as a receiving task when it accesses shared hardware
resources, resulting in an increase in its computation time caused by interference from other
tasks allocated to different cores. Conversely, a task is classified as a broadcasting task
when its access to shared hardware resources triggers an increment in computation time
in other tasks allocated to different cores due to contention. If the interference parameter
of task τi is equal to zero (Ii = 0), then τi is neither a broadcasting nor a receiving task. If
Ii > 0 and there is at least one task τj in another core whose Ij > 0, τi is a broadcasting and
receiving task.

Once the model is defined, let us introduce the concept of interference in the schedula-
bility analysis of real-time multicore systems based on fixed priorities.

4. Interference-Aware Schedulability Analysis for Fixed Priorities

In this section, first, we present a well-known fixed-priority schedulability test for
constrained-deadline task models. Traditional models overlook the interference arising
from the concurrent execution of different tasks across multiple cores. Then, we contribute
to the field in this sense by including interference in the schedulability test.

4.1. Deadline Monotonic Schedulability Analysis

Fixed-priority schedulers assign an initial priority to tasks that remains constant during
all execution. Deadline Monotonic scheduling (DM) [30] considers task sets with deadlines
shorter than periods and assigns the highest priority to the task with the shortest deadline.
An exact schedulability test (necessary and sufficient condition) for fixed priorities is based
on calculating the WCRT of each task.
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The calculation of the WCRT of τi in a monocore system is presented in Equation (2) [31]:

WCRTi = Ci + ∑
∀τj∈hp(i)
∀τj∈Mτi

⌈
WCRTi

Tj

⌉
Cj (2)

The second term of the preceding equation signifies the execution of higher-priority
tasks in the worst case, that is, assuming the synchronous activation of tasks. Equation (2)
is solved by an iterative method. The stop conditions are the violation of a deadline
(WCRTi > Di for any task i) or convergence (WCRT(k + 1) = WCRT(k)).

Then, the task set is schedulable if and only if

WCRTi ≤ Di ∀τi ∈ τ (3)

The outcome of this test not only determines whether the system is schedulable
or not but also provides the worst-case response time (WCRT) of each task. Additionally,
it identifies which tasks are implicated in deadline misses, if any occur.

Without interference considerations, the WCRT of all tasks in the task set is obtained
when all tasks are activated simultaneously. It corresponds to the first activation of the tasks,
so the response time is not calculated for all the activations but only the first.

4.2. Interference-Aware Schedulability Analysis for Deadline Monotonic Scheduling

Given the monocore classical test presented above, this section proposes a schedulabil-
ity test that extends this test to multicore systems, considering the interference delay due
to contention.

First, we present an upper bound of WCRT, when interference is considered. This is
an upper bound because it assumes that the maximum interference is always produced.
Then, we provide the corresponding schedulability test. As we define an upper bound
of the response time, the test that we provide is sufficient but not necessary.

Let us start with some considerations to be taken into account. When we extend
the analysis to multiple cores, would it be sufficient to consider that the worst-case response
time of a task only depends on the computation times of higher-priority tasks of its core?
In multicore systems with contention, the response time of a task depends on the following:

• Its own computation time.
• The interference it is affected by (if it is a receiving task).
• The computation time of higher-priority tasks allocated to its core. And this, in turn,

depends on the interference they are affected by (if they are receiving tasks).

Therefore, these aspects may be considered when schedulability analysis is proposed.
As stated before, the WCRT of synchronous tasks executed in a monocore system

corresponds to the first activation of the tasks. In multicore systems, when interference is
considered, WCRT does not necessarily have to be relative to the first activation. Let us
consider an example to report this common misconception.

Let us take task set τ = [τ0, τ1, τ2], with τ0 = (1, 2, 3, 0), τ1 = (2, 4, 5, 1), and
τ2 = (1, 3, 5, 1), allocated to a dual-core platform (Table 1). τ0 and τ1 are allocated to core
M0, and τ2, to M1. After allocating tasks to cores, the DM algorithm schedules tasks in each
core. The execution chronogram of the task set is shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. System with task set τ.

Task τ C D T I Core M

0 1 2 3 0 0
1 2 4 5 1 0
2 1 3 5 1 1
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Figure 2. WCRT of tasks in multicore systems with contention.

Task τ0 possesses the highest priority, as it is the task with the shortest deadline.
As I0 = 0, it is not a receiving task, so it does not receive any interference. τ1 and τ2
are receiving/broadcasting tasks (I1, I2 > 0). Every time τ1 is active at the same time as
τ2 is, interference appears. As τ0 has the highest priority, τ1 starts its execution at time
1, when τ2 has just finished its execution, so interference does not appear. Therefore,
the response time of τ1 at its first activation is 3. However, at time 5, τ1 and τ2 are released
and coincide in execution. Due to this interference and its preemption due to the release
of τ0, the response time of τ1 at its second activation is 4. The same happens at the third
activation. Then, the WCRT of τ1 does not refer to its first activation. The same happens
with τ2.

With this example, we can conclude that when interference is considered, the WCRT
of a task may refer to any activation, not necessarily the first activation. For this reason,
in multicore systems with contention, all activations of all tasks must be studied in order
to ensure that the test is correct.

4.2.1. Previous Definitions

Below, let us derive an upper bound of the response time of all activations of all tasks
allocated to a multicore system with contention. For the subsequent analysis, we need
some definitions.

Definition 1. Let −−→vj→i be the activation pattern from a broadcasting task τj to a receiving task τi [9].

We require this information, represented as an array, to compute the interference that
a broadcasting task τj can induce on a receiving task τi. This array denotes the number
of activations of τj that occur within an activation of τi. Array−−→vj→i is calculated as a relation
of periods between broadcasting and receiving tasks.

This expression is valid for implicit deadline task sets. However, if this array is used
to calculate the interference between tasks when Di ≤ Ti, the interference obtained is highly
overestimated. The reason is that there are activations of a task that fall within an activation
of another that do not provoke interference because the deadline is not taken into account.

Then, let us propose an improved definition of the activation pattern for constrained
deadlines, noted as

−−→
v∗j→i.

Definition 2. Let
−−→
v∗j→i be the improved activation pattern from a broadcasting task τj to a receiving

task τi.
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This definition is similar to the one presented in [9] but considers the deadlines to count
the maximum number of overlaps among activations. In this sense, if the broadcasting
task is released when the deadline of the receiving task has expired and has not yet been
released again (and vice versa), this overlap is not counted. Note that if τi is not a receiving
task,

−−→
v∗j→i[a] = 0 ∀τj ∈ τ, ∀a ∈ Ni.
We use an example to show the differences of both parameters.
Let us consider a system with two tasks, τ′ = [τ′0, τ′1], with τ′0 = (1, 2, 3, 1) and

τ′1 = (1, 6, 7, 1), allocated to a dual-core platform. τ′0 is allocated to core M′0, and τ′1, to M′1
(Table 2). For simplicity, computation times are not shown.

Table 2. System with task set τ′.

Task τ′ C D T I Core M

0 1 2 3 1 0
1 1 6 7 1 1

As seen in Figure 3a, −−−→v1′→0′ = [1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1] from [9]. Equivalently, −−−→v0′→1′ = [3, 3, 3].
However, from Figure 3b,

−−−→
v∗1′→0′ = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] and

−−−→
v∗0′→1′ = [2, 3, 2]. Then,−−−→v0′→1′ [2] = 2

and
−−−→
v∗0′→1′ [2] = 1. This difference is due to the fact that first activation of τ′1 does not overlap

with the third activation of τ′0 (considering deadlines), as D1 just expires when τ′0 is released.
However, as −−−→v1′→0′ does not consider deadlines but periods, this overlap is counted.

Figure 3. Example (a,b) of (a)−−→vj→i and (b)
−−→
v∗j→i for task set τ′ = [τ′0, τ′1] allocated to a dual-core platform.

The next theorem proves that
−−→
v∗j→i can be used to calculate an upper bound of interference.

Theorem 1. The maximum number of activations of broadcasting task τj that fall within the ath

activation of τi and may provoke interference is

−−→
v∗j→i[a] = K +

aTi+Di−1

∑
t=aTi+1

g(t) (4)
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where

K =

{
1 If aTi ∈ [nTj, nTj + Dj) ∀n ∈ Nj

0 Elsewhere
(5)

and

g(t) =

1 If t - Tj

⌊
t

Tj

⌋
= 0

0 Elsewhere
(6)

Proof. Let us suppose that any a′th activation of τi does not fall in the interval defined as
[nTj, nTj + Dj). Then, nTj + Dj ≤ a′Ti < nTj. In this case, K=0, which means that the receiving
task is released when the deadline of the broadcasting task has expired and that it has not
yet been released again. So, there is no interference. On the contrary, if the receiving task is
released when the broadcasting task has been released and its deadline has not expired, there
may be interference.

Let us assume now that there exists t′ so that t′ = α · Tj and aTi < t′ < aTi + Di.
In this case,

t′ − Tj

⌊
t′

Tj

⌋
= α · Tj − Tj

⌊
α · Tj

Tj

⌋
= 0

thus g(t′) = 1.
Thus, g(t) equals 1 only when broadcasting task τj is released within the interval

(aTi, aTi + Di). By analyzing g(t) throughout the preceding interval, we determine the num-
ber of activations that occur within activation a of τi, considering the term “activation” as
the period from the release to the deadline.

The sum of g(t) cannot exceed the total number of activations. Therefore, Equation (4)
accurately computes the maximum number of activations occurring within the interval.

Listing 1 presents the pseudo-code (python-like) for calculating
−−→
v∗j→i.

Listing 1. Maximum interference array algorithm.

1 # v a r i a b l e s d e f i n i t i o n and i n i t i a l i z a t i o n

2
−−→
v∗j→i = [None ] Ni

3 L = [ [ * range ( nTj , nTj + Dj , 1 ) ] for~n in~range ( Nj ) ]
4 i f Ii 6= 0 and Ij 6= 0 :
5 for~a~in range ( Ni ) :
6 K, g = 0
7 i f ~aTi in~L :
8 K=1
9 for~ t in~range ( aTi +1 ,aTi + Di , 1 ) :

10 i f ~ t % Tj = = 0 :
11 g = g + 1

12
−−→
v∗j→i[a] = K + g

Once the
−−→
v∗j→i vector is defined, it is used to derive the upper bound of the WCRT

of task activations. This vector helps us to know whether a receiving task is affected by inter-
ference from tasks in other cores. Apart from this vector, we need to know the “delay” that
the tasks are subject to due to higher-priority tasks in the same core. For these reasons, we
need to identify which activations of the higher-priority tasks overlap with the activations
of the task under study.
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To do so, we need the following definition and properties.

Definition 3. Let Aij be a binary matrix of Ni×Nj. The value of Aijmn
indicates whether activation

mth of τi falls within activation nth of τj or not in the following way:

• Aijmn
= 1: activation mth of τi overlaps with activation nth of τj.

• Aijmn
= 0: activation mth of τi does not overlap with activation nth of τj.

This matrix serves as the basis to establish when an activation of task τi is subject to
the influence of activations of tasks with higher priority running in the same core.

Property 1. If a pair of tasks τi and τj are allocated to different cores, Mτi 6= Mτj ; then,
Aijmn

= 0 ∀m ∈ Ni, ∀n ∈ Nj.

Property 2. Aij = AT
ji ∀τi, τj ∈ τ.

Property 3. Aij = O if i = j.

We shall demonstrate the behavior of A with an example. We consider task set
τ′′ = [τ′′0 , τ′′1 τ′′2 ], with τ′′0 = (1, 2, 3, 1), τ′′1 = (2, 5, 5, 0), and τ′′2 = (1, 3, 5, 1), allocated
to a dual-core system, where τ′′0 and τ′′1 are allocated to M′′0 , and τ′′2 , to M′′1 (Table 3).

Table 3. System with task set τ′′.

Task τ′ C D T I Core M

0 1 2 3 1 0
1 2 5 5 0 0
2 1 3 5 1 1

Figure 4 shows how tasks are allocated to cores and the relation of deadlines and periods.
For simplicity, neither computation times nor interferences are depicted. Let us deduce
the values of A01, A02, A10, A12, A20, and A21. If tasks are not allocated to the same core, Aij
are null matrices. Then, A02 = A12 = A20 = A21 = O. Let us now calculate A10.

Figure 4. Representation of deadlines and periods of system τ′′ = [τ′′0 , τ′′1 τ′′2 ] allocated to a dual-core
platform to derive matrices Aij.

A10 is the matrix that relates τ1 and τ0 and is composed of N1 rows and N0 columns,
where N1 = H/T1 = 3 and N0 = H/T0 = 5. For each element a10ij , it is evaluated

if activation ith of τ′′1 overlaps with activation jth of τ′′0 , and it may be deduced by observing
Figure 4. For example, activation 0 of τ′′1 overlaps with activation 1 of τ′′0 . Then, a1001 = 1.
But activation 1 of τ′′1 does not overlap with activation 1 of τ′′0 . Then, a1011 = 0. By
evaluating the overlap among all activations of both tasks, A10 is obtained.
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A10 =

 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1


The next section presents the definition of WCRT considering the interference pro-

duced in multicore systems, making use of the above definitions.

4.2.2. Worst-Case Response Time with Interference Considerations

In this section, we present a schedulability test based on WCRT by using the definitions
of activation pattern array (

−−→
v∗j→i) and binary matrix (Aij).

As stated at the beginning of Section 4.2, the WCRT of an activation of a task depends
on its own Ci, the interference from broadcasting tasks allocated to other cores that it
is affected by (if it is a receiving task), and the computation times of and interference
from the higher-priority tasks allocated to its core. With these three factors, Equation (7)
is formulated.

Definition 4. The upper bound of the WCRT of activation k of task τi considering multicore system
interference is

WCRTk(ub)

i = Ci + ∑
∀τz /∈Mτi

Ii 6=0

v∗z→i[k] · Iz + ∑
∀τj∈hp(i)

τj∈Mτi

⌈
k·Ti+Di

Tj

⌉
−1

∑
a=
⌊

k·Ti
Tj

⌋
Cj + ∑

∀τl /∈Mτj
Ij 6=0

v∗l→j[a] · Il

 · Aijka
(7)

As this is an upper bound, it considers that whenever there can be interference,
there is interference. In reality, it is possible that even if two tasks on different cores
have overlapping execution windows, one of them has already finished its activation
when the other one starts its own. That is why the above expression is an upper bound.
In addition, it is also important to note that in systems where there is no interference, this
definition also gives us an upper bound and it will not give an exact result like Equation (2).

Once interference is considered in the response time to provide an upper bound,
the schedulability test presented next applies.

Theorem 2. A task set τ is schedulable by fixed priorities if

WCRTub
i = max

k
(WCRTk(ub)

i ) ≤ Di ∀k ∈ Ni, ∀τi ∈ τ (8)

Proof. As stated before, the WCRT of a task in multicore systems with interference depends
on the following three parameters, which are represented in the expression of WCRTk(ub)

:

1. The task’s computation time: Ci.
2. The interference the task is affected by: ∑∀τz /∈Mτi

Ii 6=0

v∗z→i[k] · Iz.

3. The computation time of higher-priority tasks allocated to the task’s core and the
interference they are affected by:

∑∀τj∈hp(i)
τj∈Mτi

∑

⌈
k·Ti+Di

Tj

⌉
−1

a=
⌊

k·Ti
Tj

⌋
Cj + ∑∀τl /∈Mτj

Ij 6=0

v∗l→j[a] · Il

 · Aijka
.

The last two terms are upper bounds on the real interference since they count the max-
imum number of possible overlaps of execution among tasks. There is no possibility
of further interference, as this would imply a higher number of overlaps and the maximum
is already calculated in both expressions.

Therefore, since WCRTub
i is an upper bound to WRCTi it means that

WCRTub
i ≥WCRTi ∀k ∈ Ni.
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In general, if WCRTi ≤ Di ∀τi ∈ τ, then the system is schedulable. So, if WCRTub
i ≤ Di,

the system is schedulable, as all the deadlines are met.

Example

Let us show the usage of Equation (7) to determine the upper bound of the WCRT
of all the activations involved in the system previously defined, i.e., τ′′. τ′′ = [τ′′0 , τ′′1 τ′′2 ],
with τ′′0 = (1, 2, 3, 1), τ′′1 = (2, 5, 5, 0), and τ′′2 = (1, 3, 5, 1), allocated to a dual-core system,
where τ′′0 and τ′′1 are allocated to M′′0 , and τ′′2 , to M′′1 . Considering that tasks are scheduled
according to the DM algorithm, the scheduling plan is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Scheduling plan of system τ′′ = [τ′′0 , τ′′1 τ′′2 ] according to DM algorithm.

From the scheduling plan, we can deduce the actual WCRT of all activations of all tasks:
WCRT0 = (2, 1, 1, 1, 1), WCRT1 = (5, 3, 2), and WCRT2 = (2, 1, 1). (Note that the array
of WCRT details the WCRT of each activation. For example, WCRT1 = (5, 4, 2) means
that the WCRT of the first activation of τ1 is 5, that of the second activation is 4, and that
of the third activation is 2.)

In order to calculate the upper bound of WCRT, first, we calculate
−−→
v∗j→i and binary

matrix Aij. By applying Theorem 1,
−−→
v∗2→0 = (1, 0, 1, 1, 1) and

−−→
v∗0→2 = (1, 1, 2). τ1 is not a

broadcasting task, so
−−→
v∗j→1 =

−−→
v∗1→i = 0. Array A10 was calculated at the end of Section 4.2.1

(we avoid the calculation of other arrays because they do not allow for actions in the
formula of WCRT) as

A10 =

 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1


With these above concepts, we can now apply Equation (7) to calculate WCRTk(ub)

i ∀k, i.

WCRTk(ub)

0 = C0 + v∗2→0[k] · I2 + ∅

WCRTk(ub)

1 = C1 + ∅ +
d k·5+5

3 e−1

∑
a=b k·5

3 c
(C0 + v∗2→0[a] · I2) · A10ka
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WCRTk(ub)

2 = C2 + v∗0→2[k] · I0 + ∅

Therefore, WCRTub
0 = (2, 1, 2, 2, 2), WCRTub

1 = (5, 6, 6), and WCRTub
2 = (2, 2, 3).

It can be observed that WCRTub
i ≥ WCRTi for all tasks and activations. However,

τ1 does not pass schedulability test (2), as WCRT1(ub)

1 = WCRT2(ub)

1 = 6 ≥ D1 = 5, but
the system is schedulable. So, the condition of schedulability is sufficient but not necessary.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed schedulability test in an experimental environ-
ment, first by means of a synthetic load generator and then by means of a real platform.

5.1. Simulations with Synthetic Workload

In this section, we present the evaluation of the proposed schedulability test with a
synthetic load in an experimental environment, as depicted in Figure 6. First, the load was
generated. Then, for each task set, the scheduling problem was solved. Finally, the results
were validated to evaluate some parameters. In parallel, the proposed schedulability test
was applied to the task sets, and all results were compared.

Let us explain each of these steps.

Figure 6. Experimental simulation.

We used the same synthetic task generator as in [9] with the experimental parameters
defined in Table 4.

With the total system utilization and a specified number of tasks for each set, the uti-
lization was distributed among the tasks by using the UUniFast discard algorithm from [32].
Periods were randomly generated within the range [20, 1000], and computation times were
determined based on system utilization. Deadlines were constrained to be less than or equal
to periods, and they were set to Di ∈ [0.5Ti, Ti].

The theoretical utilization ranges from 50 and 75% of the system’s maximum potential
load. For instance, the maximum load of a system with eight cores is 8; so, for evaluation
purposes, the initial utilization was set to the range 4.1 (≈50%) to 6 (75%).
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Table 4. Definition of experimental scenarios.

Number
of Cores Utilization Tasks Broadcasting

Tasks

Interference
with

WCET (%)
Scenario

2

1.1

4 2

10 1
20 2
30 3

1.5
10 4
20 5
30 6

4

2.4

12 3

10 7
20 8
30 9

3
10 10
20 11
30 12

6

3.1

16 4

10 13
20 14
30 15

4.5
10 16
20 17
30 18

8

4.1

20 5

10 19
20 20
30 21

6
10 22
20 23
30 24

10

5.1

28 7

10 25
20 26
30 27

7.5
10 28
20 29
30 30

The number of broadcasting tasks was configured to be 25% of the total number
of tasks, except for scenarios 1–6 (two cores), where it was set to 50%. In the latter case,
if only one task is a broadcasting task, no interference is generated. We evaluated every
combination of core count and utilization by testing interference levels of 10%, 20%, and
30% relative to the WCET. It is important to note that not all tasks in a task set have
the same interference value, but they all experience the same percentage of interference
with the WCET.

Once the load was generated, to solve the scheduling problem, tasks were allocated
to cores by different algorithms. On the one hand, we considered bin-packing algorithms
such as Worst Fit (WF) and First Fit (FF) [7,8] to allocate the tasks to cores. Tasks are ordered
in descending order of utilization (DU). On the other hand, the interference-aware Wmin
algorithm [4] assigns tasks to cores aiming to reduce contention.

Following the task allocation phase, we now move to the task scheduling phase.
For this purpose, we employed the contention-aware scheduling algorithm, as also pro-
posed in [4]. Specifically, we chose Deadline Monotonic (DM) as the priority-based algo-
rithm serving as the basis for this scheduling approach.

Next, the obtained scheduling plans were evaluated, and different parameters were
measured (validation phase). In this case, we focused on measuring the response times
of the activations of the tasks.

Independently of the above, the schedulability test stated in Theorem 2 was applied
to the task sets. This was compared with the results obtained in the validation phase.
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Figure 7 shows the actual schedulability rates measured in the validation phase.
As expected, when the number of cores and broadcasting tasks increased, the percentage
of schedulability decreased. In fact, in systems at higher loading, fixed-priority scheduling
techniques cannot guarantee all the deadlines, unlike other algorithms, such as Earliest
Deadline First [30,33]. The WFDU allocator is the one that provided better schedulability
rates than any other of the proposed algorithms. The FFDU allocator in combination with
DM is the algorithm with the worst schedulability rates. The peaks of the function imply
scenarios with lower-interference factors, so the schedulability rates are higher.

Figure 7. Schedulability ratio with DM and different allocators.

Figure 8 depicts the percentage of tasks that passed the schedulability test over those
tasks that were feasibly scheduled. Obviously, if the task set is not schedulable, it makes no
sense to apply the schedulability test. As seen in this figure, it is evident that as the number
of cores in the system increases, a greater number of tasks fail the schedulability test. This
occurs because the definition of WCRTk(ub)

is an upper bound, and it is overestimated
as the number of broadcasting tasks and the coefficient of interference increase. For FF
scenarios, as the schedulability ratio was zero from systems with four cores (from scenario
4 onwards), the schedulability test could not be applied (0 in Figure 8) The WF allocator is
the one with which the test provided better results. It is important to note that there is no
set that passes the schedulability test and is not schedulable. However, there are task sets
that fail the test and are schedulable. Then, the proposed test is sufficient but not necessary.
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Figure 8. Percentage of cases that pass the proposed schedulability test.

5.2. Simulations On A Real Platform

Besides the simulation environment, a real platform was used to test the proposed
contributions. We used a Zybo z7 (Digilent, Tokyo, Japan), which integrates a dual-core
ARM Cortex-A9 processor.

We implemented four real-time tasks in Ada language, which is a programming
language used for critical software. In particular, we used the Ravenscar profile [34]
to restrict the use of many tasking facilities so that the execution of the program was
predictable. The parameters of the four tasks are detailed in Table 5 and were created based
on a two-core scenario due to the board characteristics. In order to introduce interference,
50% of the tasks were broadcasting tasks.

The code that executed the tasks consisted of loops with mathematical operations read
and stored in a data array until the task execution time was completed.

Table 5. Task set parameters (ms) for the experimental use case.

Id C D T I

0 52 300 300 14

1 11 300 300 0

2 52 400 400 5

3 11 400 400 0

These tasks were allocated to the Zybo dual-core platform by the previously mentioned
algorithm, WFDU (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. WFDU allocation applied to the task set defined in Table 5.

For this task set, the hyperperiod was H = 1200. Then, we calculated the WCRT
measured on the platform and the WCRTub of each k activation. The results are shown
in Table 6.

Table 6. WCRT measured on the platform and the WCRTub of each k activation when the task set is
allocated with the WFDU algorithm (Figure 9).

(a) Measured WCRT

Activation k

0 1 2 3
τ0 55.707 59.031 55.704 55.713
τ1 10.0023 10.00231 10.00231 10.00231
τ2 60.688 50.4036 50.3931 -
τ3 81.0023 81.0021 81.0021 -

(b) WCRTub

Activation k

0 1 2 3
τ0 57 62 62 57
τ1 11 11 11 11
τ2 102 102 102 -
τ3 130 135 130 -

From these results, we can deduce that the proposed upper bound is, in all cases,
greater than the actual values measured on the platform. Apart from that, when all
parameters in the system are integers, we may assume without loss of generality that all
preemptions occur at integer time values. So, throughout this paper, we have assumed that
all parameters are indeed integers. However, on a real platform using Ada, we make use
of the package Ada.Real_Time, which has a reliable clock for real-time applications.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a schedulability assessment utilizing worst-case response time
analysis for hard real-time multicore systems. This analysis assumes fixed-priority and
constrained-deadline task models. We assume a general model in which interference is
a temporal parameter for each task. In other works, schedulability analysis has previously
been proposed for this model for dynamic priorities but did not exist for fixed priorities.
With this work, we complete the schedulability analysis of the general interference model
proposed in [4]. The proposed test is sufficient, as it is an upper bound of the response time
of task sets allocated in multicore systems, where tasks suffer from contention with other
tasks running simultaneously in other cores. The test was tested with simulations with
synthetic workloads and simulations on a real platform.

As future work, we would like to explore how to expand our work into the areas
of power consumption and interference reduction. To tackle the consumption problem,
frequency reduction in idle instants of time might be a feasible approximation. Also, incor-
porating the modeling of the consumption of each task in the scheduling phase could lead
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to interesting results. To lessen the effect of interference, the use of AI techniques might lead
to a breakthrough in this aspect of scheduling, mainly based on mathematical models.
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